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Although we are highly technological engineering

company, it is our people who set us apart. From

the shop floor to the boardroom our passion to

exceed your expectations has been key to building

long-term relationships with the most respected

manufacturers in the industry.

Throughout our history we have embraced new

technology to keep us at the forefront of the

industry. We are continually discovering innovative

ways to produce breakthrough products, and are

researching and developing systems that use

energy more efficiently - the environment is at the

forefront of our thinking.

Through our ongoing investment programme we

have created world-class manufacturing facilities

that can consistently produce better, more

technically advanced products than ever before.

We also offer an extensive after sales facility that

ensures the longevity of our systems.

In short, we have the people, products, technology,

validation and after sales support that make us the

first choice to deliver for you.

When the pressure is on and you need the products,

service and advice to get the job done, Grayson

are here for you. Our generations of experience

mean that no problem is new to us. We have built

our reputation as global leaders by producing highly

innovative solutions that can be trusted to perform,

and a ‘can do’ approach that gets the job done time

after time.
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THE COMPLETE COOLING

SOLUTION

Grayson design andmanufacture cooling

modules that meet your demands - nomatter

how challenging they may be. Our innovative

designs and continual improvements through

extensive R&D has resulted in producing

modules that deliver exceptional test results

and operational performance.

• Off-the-shelf or bespoke design – sized to
fit required envelope, with no compromise
on performance

• Specialised core construction

• Tube & fin variables to give optimum cooling

• Side-by-side and stack systems

• Full design and engineering support with a
fully qualified and highly experienced team

• Complete thermal testing which includes
pressure pulsation, thermal test rig,
vibration, wind tunnel

• Fit and Forget – all parts supplied in one
package. No ordering of separate parts.

• Complete care packages – we support
product through complete life cycle.

We offer total flexibility - if we do not have a suitable

design, we will create a new module tailored to your

exact specifications. Our bespoke design service

ensures you do not have to compromise on

performance to get a standard module to fit.

All of the core components of our cooling modules are

manufactured by Grayson, and work together perfectly.

This overcomes the problems commonly encountered

with units assembled with components from different

manufacturers, where the specification of individual

parts rarely combine to produce the required

performance of the complete unit.

The fully assembled cooling modules include coolant

radiator, charge air cooler, steel framework, fan

shroud, fan and if requested, a hydraulic fan drive.

We have a comprehensive range of off-the-shelf

modules designed to meet the cooling requirements

of Cummins, Mercedes, MAN, Caterpillar, DAF and

Volvo engine applications. Our modules meet the

highest worldwide cooling requirements, whilst

meeting the charge air cooler ΔT and ΔP
requirements, ensuring the required emission

standards are met.

Our bespoke solutions ensure that you never have to compromise
on the exact specification that you need. Every component can be
individually specified to allow you complete flexibility in terms of
performance, operating environments and design configuration.

Total flexibility. Proven performance.

Tailor made solutions to fit
your specification perfectly

BENEFITSOFAGRAYSON
COOLINGMODULE

OIL COOLER
Light weight option available complete
with protection system for low ambient
temperatures.

CHARGE AIR COOLER
Tube and fins are carefully selected to
ensure we meet both performance and
pressure drop requirement.

RADIATOR
Available in a range of core specification
to meet customer requirement.

FAN COWL
We are able to offer a range of materials
based on weight, cost and quantity required.

FAN
Our partners work with us to select the
perfect match to meet your specified
cooling requirements.

MOTOR
We can offer from a simple on/off system
to variable speed pumps and total
proportion control.
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TAILOR MADE PACKAGES



SPECIALIST TUBE &
FIN TECHNOLOGY

ADVANCED BRAZE
TECHNOLOGY

A range of fin types available for all
types of application:

• Dimpled heavy duty fins where
dirt ingress is an issue

• Light weight louvered fins for high
performance applications

• Advanced multiport tube extrusion
(MPG) developed.

• Light in weight but heavy duty reliability.

• Highly efficient heat transfer.

• Increased internal surface area.

• Incredible braze/jointing process developed.

• Exceptional header joint strength.

• High percentage tube and fin bond
guarantees consistent thermal
performance.

H-FAN DRIVE
TECHNOLOGY

HYDRAULIC DRIVE

• Full design service for the
hydraulic system including specifying
fan impellor, type, speed, and power

• Specify fan impellor to meet cooling
and not exceed drive limits

• On/off to fully proportion systems
available

E-FAN DRIVE
TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRIC DRIVE

• Allows zonal control of airflow over
coolingmodule

• Fans run only when required

• Reduces energy losses and improves engine
efficiency throughmore accurate control of
engine temperatures

• Minimalmaintenance

• Quiet mode

• Reversible system allowing dirt to be blown out

• By tuning fans 5-10% improvement in fuel
consumption can be achieved.

ROOF TOP COOLERS

• Remote from engine bay

• Can use E fan or H fan technology.

• Creates space in engine bay for
other ancillary components

CASSETTE 2 PLUS RAPID
MAINTENANCE

• Components can be removed and
replaced quickly and easily which
means reduced downtime

• Reduces maintenance time saving
money for operator

• Radiator can typically be changed
in just 1 hour

• Side by side construction means
no lifting required.

SIDE BY SIDE COOLER
TECHNOLOGY

• Side by side construction
allows cool ambient air
onto radiator face.

• Removes the problem of
dirt clogging between the
radiator and charge air
cooler.

• Non louvered fins allow
quick and easy cleaning

STACK SYSTEM

• Conventional system
offers compact cooler
for tight application

• High performance
radiator increasing
thermal capability

• Unique Cassette 2
radiator design

Throughout our history we have applied advanced technology in unique ways to

continually be at the forefront of our industry. Our innovative approach produces

ground-breaking solutions that deliver huge benefits to our customers in terms

of efficiency, economy, durability and enhanced performance.INNOVATION Re-defining thermal management



DESIGN VALIDATION

ENGINE COOLING

• Review engine data to obtain key engine
cooling requirements

TRANSMISSION COOLING

• Transmission heat load incorporated
into design

HYDRAULIC COOLING

• Size the hydraulic oil cooler to meet the
cooling requirements of the specified
hydraulic system

FAN SYSTEM DESIGN

• Select fan type and create fan performance
plot; specify fan powers, speed and pressures.

Your problems are our business Ensuring our cooling modules go the extra mile

We are continually pushing the boundaries of our products by increasing

the intensity of our testing regime. Our validation process ensures that

when you specify a Grayson cooling module you can have total peace of

mind that it will perform above and beyond your specification even in

the most demanding climates.

Thermal management is a highly specialist area where a wide range of

factors are crucial in the design of any cooling module. Our highly

experienced team are experts in producing solutions to the most

challenging of specifications. Eachmodule is a complex mix of components

that need to be designed to work in harmony with each other, and that’s

exactly what we do - so that’s one less problem you have to solve.

FULL THERMAL CYCLE TESTING

• Our test meets and exceeds requirements
of major European vehicle manufacturers

FULL PRESSURE PULSATION TESTING

• Minimum pass requirement is 250,000 cycles

VEHICLE INSTALLATION REVIEW

• All cooling trials conducted with Grayson cooling
systems are supported by our engineering test team.

• Service review of parts removal and system
serviceability

• Vibration analysis, validating AV mount choice and
natural frequency sweep

• Observation of overall installation



MANUFACTURING

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

Total Flexibility. Complete Reliability.

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY IN DESIGN ANDMANUFACTURE

• Extensive amount of specialist equipment ensures flexibility in manufacture

• Header punch press machine enables rapid response of customer changes

• Laser cutting machine ensures we can offer a flexible and efficient process

• Large range of off shelf modules that can be adapted to fit individual requirements

• UKmanufactured

COPPER BRASS OR ALUMINIUM HEAT EXCHANGER

• State of the art Aluminium Technology Centre housing brazing machine

• Produce lightweight aluminium products

• Still produce traditional copper brass in a specialist facility

We have invested heavily in the latest technology to ensure

that whatever your manufacturing requirements, we can

consistently deliver what you need. The key to our success

lies in our flexibility. We can produce low volumes,

manufacture in different materials or produce bespoke

designs so you never need to compromise.

Creating the future of thermal management

CREATING NEW IDEAS

• Developing for Euro 6 emission standards

• Working in partnership with universities on future technology projects

• Producing products that reduce fuel and energy consumption

DELIVERING FUTURE BENEFITS

• Tighter package space

• Improved thermal efficiency meeting Euro 6 / EPA targets.

• Weight reduction

• Extended product life

Ourmarkets are constantly changing at an ever-increasing pace.

We continually evolve our thinking to create sustainable solutions

to the challenges of the future. Our mission is to anticipate the

trends in the industry and develop products for our customers

that meet those demands.



INNOVATION
IN ACTION
Our technological and engineering developments are designed to

deliver genuine, real world operational benefits. The Cassette 2

Plus and Electric Fan Module are just two examples of our

products that have incorporated our cutting-edge innovations.

CASSETTE 2 PLUS

Grayson’s Cassette 2 Plus cooling system is a highly innovative

technical solution that enables operators to save money by

reducing maintenance time. The design allows the removal

of major components quickly - for example the radiator can

be removed in just 20 minutes - ensuring a drastic reduction

of expensive off-road time and man-hours.

Our innovation is a major feature for builders who strive to

provide a technical solution. The side-by-side design allows

airflow through the radiator, charge air cooler and hydraulic

cooler in equal amounts, making cleaning the surfaces an

easier task. The module is manufactured in lightweight fully

brazed aluminium construction and can be provided with

either hydraulic or electric fan drive systems. It is also

extremely durable, and can provide long life performance,

even in the toughest environments.

The system can be designed to your exact specifications. Using

detailed thermal calculations, we can ensure that the module

exceeds all current emission standards. It has been upgraded

from the original Cassette 2 to include low external fin

density and non-louvered fin to reduce the amount of

particles that can obstruct airflow through the pack

causing overheats.

ELECTRIC FAN

Our breakthrough electric fan cooling module is designed

to work only when required, lowering running costs and

environmental impact. The ingenious configuration ensures

that energy is not wasted and fuel savings of up to 10%

can be achieved.

The electric cooling module can be designed to customer

specifications to include up to 12 fans which only operate

when required. This reduces energy losses and improves

engine efficiency through more accurate control of engine

temperatures. The system ensures optimal cooling

temperature is accomplished quickly and preserved, avoiding

engine overheating and guaranteeing maximum efficiency.

Requiring minimal maintenance, it reduces servicing costs

and vehicle downtime. Twinned with Grayson’s aluminium

cooling pack, offering a lightweight and reliable cooling

system, the current operator statistics are a minimum of

5% up to a massive 10% saving.

Hybrid Technology

Grayson have been at the forefront of hybrid cooling technology

and have developed cooling systems for all major hybrid drive

manufacturers. Our system includes electric water pump,

electric fans, controller (if required) and multipass radiators

to ensure high cooling capability with lower coolant flow and

small coolant/ambient temperature difference.
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AFTER SALES SUPPORT
Your partner for the journey ahead

We don’t just design, manufacture and sell high

quality products and then end our relationship

there. After installation you have the total peace

of mind that we will give you extensive support

throughout the complete life cycle of the product.

When you specify a Grayson’s cooling module we work with

you in partnership throughout the whole process from design

to installation, and the relationship continues when they are

operational. Because we are passionate about our products,

and are totally committed to our after sales service we are

continually investing in our facilities. Grayson Thermal

Systems has become renowned in the industry for providing

an exceptional after sales maintenance and technical

support service that is second to none.



Aluminium Brazed Products

• Change Air Coolers
• Heater Coils
• Heat Exchanger Cores
• Oil Coolers
• Radiators

Copper Brass Heat Exchangers

• Copper Brass Radiator Cores
(Bolted/Pressed Plate)

• Copper Brass Heater Coils
• Heavy Duty Bolted Tank Radiators
• Pressed Tank Radiators

Tube/Shell Coolers

• Automotive Oil Coolers
• Industrial Heat Exchangers

Reservoir Tanks

• Coolant Header Tanks
• Diesel Fuel Tanks
• Hydraulic Reservoir Tanks

Complete Cooling Modules
& Associated Components

• Electric Fan Systems
• Fans
• Fan Hubs
• Hydraulic Fan Drives
• Side-by-side Coolers
• Stack Systems
• Temperature Switches

Heating Ventilation &
Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Systems/Components

• Air Moving Components
(Blowers/Vents/Trunking)

• Blown Air Heating Systems
• Compressors
• Conditioning Systems
• Convector Heating
• Coolant Moving Components
(Boost Pumps/Hoses/Water Valves)

• Driver/Defrost Heat/Air
• Electric Cab AC
• Full AC Systems

Hoses

• Silicone Hoses – Charge Air
• Silicone Hoses – Coolant
• Silicone hoses – Flexi Hose

OURPRODUCT RANGE

Formore information on our Cooling
Modules or any other product call our
sales team now on:
+44 (0) 121 700 5610
or email: sales@graysonts.com

Grayson Thermal Systems
Wharfdale House,
257 Wharfdale Road,
Tyseley, Birmingham,
B11 2DP
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)121 700 5600
F: +44 (0)121 700 5601
E: info@graysonts.com

www.graysonts.com

Grayson.
Yourglobalpartner.
From the heart of the Midlands UK, we are proud to
be a global leader in the design andmanufacture of
thermalmanagement systems for vehicle and industrial
equipmentmanufacturers and operators worldwide.

Agriculture | Tractors

Airport Support Vehicles |Airplane Tugs

Bus&Coach

Commercial Vehicles | Truck

Custodian Vehicles

EngineManufacturers

Handling Equipment | Forklift

Hybrid&Electric Vehicles

Military

Off Highway Vehicles

Performance CarMarket |Enhanced CarMarket

Power Generation |Generators (Gen Sets)

Rail

Recreational Vehicles

Specialist Vehicles

Welfare | Emergency Vehicles

OURWORLDWIDEAGENTS OURHEADQUARTERS

OURMARKETS
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